Placement committee of Student Council and Alumni Cell, IISc had arranged an interactive session of students with Dr. Mohammad Ehteshami, Vice President, Engineering and Technology, GE Oil & Gas, Italy, on Nov 06, 2009 in Golden Jubilee Hall, Department of ECE, IISc. Being a veteran engineer from GE and successfully achieving many cutting edge technologies, it was his first visit to IISc campus. He gave an overview of different technologies being used at GE and how they stand unique from other technology providers. He also gave insight into different equipments that this unit designs and also different services that they provide to different companies. Throughout his talk, GE vice president explained the kind of technological innovations that GE has developed and different career opportunities that students can have in GE. He briefed students about the Global Research Center that GE has setup in Bangalore and gave an insight into what kind of challenges students can face after joining GE.

After his insightful talk, students of IISc asked several questions in their areas of interest and how their profile fits into GE. Questions regarding intellectual property rights as well as career growth in GE were also asked. Quite a few students were also interested in the technology and asked questions regarding technical details of the presentations.

A number of IISc alumni from GE research center, Bangalore were present at this talk. The program concluded with vote of thanks by the Student Council chairman Mr. Brijesh Bhatt.